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 1. Software GUI

The BlueScan software has two graphical user interfaces 
(GUI) to choose from. One is targeted at users scanning 
single samples at a time while the other is targeting users 
scanning series of samples. The user may freely choose 
between the two GUIs.

Simplified GUI for single sample users

Depending on the screen size and resolution the screen 
might look slightly different. This screen is always fitted to the 
full screen size.
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GUI for users scanning series of samples
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 2. General concepts of the software

All scans are recorded and predicted if an appropriate model 
has been selected. Spectra and predictions are displayed, 
saved to file, published via OPC, ModBus or RTDServer and 
stored in a database.

Using the history screen samples can be selected from the 
database, the sample information may be edited, spectra 
plotted, results exported.
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 3. Quick Overview on Using the Simplified GUI

The colored tabs on the left are the main navigation for the 
software. The selection which tabs to show may be 
influenced in the options, program appearance.

The home screen can be accessed via the green tab on the 
left.

Products configured for and requiring a large sample cup are 
shown in light blue, small sample cup in light gray and check 
cells in light yellow.

Selecting a product will guide the user to a screen to enter 
sample information. The scan is started with the appropriate 
button on the bottom.

If PreScan is activated the scan starts immediately when 
entering the sample information screen and the “SCAN” 
button is finalizing entering the sample information.  
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After the scan the home screen or the sample information 
screen is shown depending on the setting in the options 
(Program appearance, Simplified GUI, Stay in Product). On 
the right side the prediction for the last sample can be 
viewed.
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Choosing the orange spectrum tab on the left displays the 
last sample spectrum. 
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The blue history tab reveals the predictions of all samples 
scanned under this product or all sample information on all 
samples scanned, if (spectra only) is chosen as product for 
which obviously no predictions exist.

The yellow prediction tab shows two lists:
- the list of all samples scanned since the last start of the 
software
- the predictions in detail for the last sample scanned
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In case of duplicates both single results and their range of 
predictions are shown.

The diagnostics – red tab on the left - are described in detail
in section 5.
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 4. Quick Overview on Using the Regular GUI

This GUI starts by default with the spectra view, i.e. the plot of
the last scanned sample. (Here with an indicator in the top 
bar that the diagnostic scan is overdue.)

The user might scan samples right away. What is needed or 
at least adviced is to enter:
- a sample name
- a sample description 
- select a product
- choose the location and name of the spectra file to store the
spectra in

A right mouse click into the file name text box lets the user 
select a new spectra file name and location. This option is not
available for single spectra file formats (GRAMS, ISI single 
spectrum).

A mouse click on the camera icon will start the scan, when an
instrument is attached. The spectrum of the last scanned 
sampled will be shown in the graph.
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On the left the user might select different views / tabs in the 
GUI (from top):
- spectra view
- history view
- prediction view
- diagnostics

In history view all samples scanned with the selected 
product are shown. All predictions are listed as well.

When the chosen product was (spectra only) – i.e. no 
prediction are run – all samples are shown. 
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In the prediction view all samples scanned since the last 
start of the program are listed and the last samples predicted 
values are shown.
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The diagnostics – bottom tab on the left - are described in 
detail in section 5.
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 5. Diagnostics in BlueScan

Diagnostics can be reached either by the diagnostic tab on 
the bottom left, by the field “diag” in the top bar or by Ctrl-D.

The diagnostics are split in five parts. All can be run with a 
mouse click on “Start diagnostics”.

Which parts are run is configured in the “options”, 
“Diagnostics options”. 
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Energy test

Wavelength accuracy test
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NIR repeatability

NIR repeatablity uses the intensities to calculate the RMS(C) 
from.

Absorption repeatability
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Absorption repeatability uses the absorption values to 
calculate RMS(C) from.

P2P noise

In point-to-point (P2P) noise the second derivative is 
calculate – Norris derivative with gap and segment 1 – and 
the difference calculated.

The PDF output file is stored automatically if configured.
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 6. Options to configure BlueScan to your needs
The options can be reached either by the arrow on the right 
side, by the field “options” in the top bar or by Ctrl-O.

Entering the options settings is password protected. The 
password is by default empty and can be changed - see 
below.

Options are divided into 9 parts ranging from hardware over 
data collection, file storage and product configuration to 
output and networking. 

(Here no instrument attached.)

 6.1. Hardware options
The instrument has to be specified presently (Phoenix 5000, 
6000, 5000 S, 6000 S or 2500). For the 6000 and 6000 S the 
crossover point for the detector change (Si to InGAs) in the 
spectrum can be set (in the range 1050-1100 nm).
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The serial number is read from the instrument and will be 
displayed here.

The instrument can be run remotely therefore it is possible to 
specify a remote IP address. For most users this setting will 
be either “localhost” or 127.0.0.1. Port 44444 needs to be 
accessible on the remote PC for remote operation. On the 
remote PC ITGNIR needs to be installed.

 6.2. Data collection options

The mode of operation to enter sample information can be 
any of the following:
- manual
- increment
- increment automatic
- RFID
- from ASCII list
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Manual operation will always expect the user to enter the 
sample information. This is the default operation for top 
window instruments.

Increment mode will increment the sample name’s number 
by the value given in the option “increment”. The position of 
the number in the sample name can be either the first or last 
number. In case of the sample name “2020sample name 
1234” the user can select to increment the “2020” or the 
“1234” with the appropriate selection.   

The settings for repeats will allow the user to scan two or 
three or more samples with the identical sample name before 
the increment will increase the number in the sample name. 
i.e. increment “2” and repeat “3” will result in the following 
sample names starting with the above example:

2020sample name 1234
2020sample name 1234
2020sample name 1234
2020sample name 1236
2020sample name 1236
2020sample name 1236
2020sample name 1238
2020sample name 1238
2020sample name 1238

Increment automatic will work as increment but for the 
instruments with auto sampler (Phoenix 5000 S and 6000 S) 
the instrument will scan as many samples as there are in the 
sampler and stop only when the sampler is empty.

RFID sample naming will read the sample information 
(sample name, sample description, product code) from the 
RFID chip on the sample cup (useful for instruments with auto
sampler and RFID reader).

Finally the software can read the information from an ASCII 
list. The user will be asked to enter the path to an ASCII CSV
file with the following structure:

[sample name],[product code],[sample description]

The field separator can be changed from “,” to another 
character in the “Data Output” options, “ASCII output” section 
– see below.

The sample name may not start with “#”.
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An empty [product code] will not change the present choice 
from the GUI or the previous selection of product in this ASCII
list.

When selecting to read sample information from an ASCII list 
starting a scan will ask the user for the location of the ASCII 
CSV file. This list is used as long as there are unprocessed 
sample information in the list and samples in the sampler. 
Processing the list will continue when there are still 
unprocessed sample information in the list and a new scan is 
started. Working with another ASCII list can only be started 
by a new start of the software.

Manual, increment and ASCII list mode are the only modes 
which are useful for the top window instruments (Phoenix 
5000 and 6000).

 
For manual mode the user may select to get the previous 
sample information recalled as sample information for the 
next sample.
Under certain circumstances the user may set the software to
start the sample scan before all sample information has been 
entered (PreScan). This is only useful for manual entered 
sample information.

In the next three options the number of reference and 
sample subscans as well as the data output resolution 
can be configured. For large cups (top windows instruments) 
58 sample subscans guarantee a scan of the whole sample 
surface for the small cup (top window and instruments with 
auto sampler) 12 subscans scan the whole surface once.

A timed reference can be configured with the setting 
“reference each x min”. With the appropriate setting the 
instrument will avoid to take unnesseccary reference scans, 
when in x min another reference scan has been taken.
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 6.3. Diagnostic settings

The main configuration for diagnostics is set in the options.

The software will indicate when the last diagnostic was run 
longer ago than the period set under days between 
diagnostics. The date of the last diagnostic run is shown (in 
ISO notation “YYYYMMDD”).

The diagnostic output may include:
- screen output only
- PDF output
- stored spectra
- stored raw scans (intensities) 
The verbosity of the diagnostic output may be selected.
To inhibit using an instrument where the diagnostic failed, a 
forced stop may be selected. The software will exit, when the 
diagnostic run is closed.
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For diagnostic the number of subscans, the number of 
repeats as well as data resolution may be selected.

The parts of the diagnostic run (intensity / energy, wavelength
accuracy, repeatability and point to point noise /P2P) can be 
selected. NIR and absorption repeatability are calculated on 
the same scans and can therefore not be selected 
individually.
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 6.4. Spectra file option

In this part several setting for the spectra file can be selected.

The following spectra file formats are available:
- GRAMS single spectrum SPC files (file name equals sample
name)
- ISI multiple spectra NIR files
- ASCII multiple spectra CSV files
- Alligator multiple spectra spectra files
- ISI single spectrum NIR files (file name equals sample 
name)
- MathLab multiple spectra MAT files

For the multiple spectra file formats a file name and storage 
location might be selected, for single spectrum file formats 
the storage location.

For the multiple spectra file formats the filenames might be 
automatically set depending on the date and a serial number 
of the instrument can be added.
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Limitations of file formats:
- All file names are limited to 256 characters by the operating 
system. For single spectrum file formats (SPC and ISI single 
spectrum) the sample names may not exceed this limit.
- GRAMS and ISI single spectrum file format may not use 
identical sample for file names, to differenciate two scans with
identical sample names the date and time stamp is added to 
the file name.
- ISI spectra files are limited to 13 characters for the sample 
name. Sample descriptions may be as long as 50 characters.
- ISI spectra files require the product code – see product 
configuration under section 7 - to be integers only.
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 6.5. Product options

In this part an overview about the product configured for this 
instrument is given. Product
configuration is described in section 7. in detail. 

For each product:
- model file name
- standardization file name
- path to these files
- an alphanumeric product code and
- flag whether this product is used as a check cell with control
chart 
are shown.

A right mouse click will popup a context menu with more 
options for product configuration:
- add a new product
- delete selected product
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- edit selected product
- edit product name
- move product to top, but one
- move product up
- move product down
- move product to bottom
- export product configuration
- import product configuration
- print product’s settings to PDF file
- print all products’ settings to PDF file

For adding a new and editing an existing product 
configuration see section 7.
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 6.6. Data output options

Data output can be configured here to fit the users needs.

For outlier detection a global and neighborhood H values 
may be set. This limit will be used to trigger colors in 
predictions as a warning.

When predictions are run the software can be set to check 
for matching serial numbers of instrument and models / 
standardization, to ask if deviating or to disregard the serial 
numbers.

Negative predicted values may be set to 0.0 to avoid negative
output.  

When analyzing duplicates or triplicates of a sample with the 
identical sample name the software might show and export 
averages of the two or three scans in addition to single 
predictions.
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The software supports OPC, ModBus and RTDServer (Excel)
for exporting and publishing results as well as sample 
information.

ASCII Output format

Either 
- TAB separated single sample files
- TAB separated multiple sample files
- CSV single sample files
- CSV multiple sample files
may be exported, the CSV separator may be configured to 
match local habits. 

H values may be suppressed from ASCII output for PLS 
models to reduce the amount of data.

ASCII file names can be set to match the actual spectra file 
names. If not a default ASCII file name is used. The storage 
location for the ASCII file is always next to the spectra file.

For post-processing on the ASCII file an external program 
can be started each time an ASCII file has been written. This 
feature may be used especially for formatting purposes.
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 6.7. Networking options

When working with a central networking site (e.g. SaBiNA 
server) the spectra taken can be forwarded automatically to 
this site by email.

Email addresses for the recipient and the sender can be 
configured here.

For a central instrument check it is possible to configure the 
software to send at each start of the software instrument 
spectra (intensity of white, wavelength check) automatically to
the central site. 
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 6.8. Program appearance

The general appearance of the software can be configured 
here.

In the simplified GUI for users running typically single 
samples the close button can be hidden.

In this GUI the typical mode of operation is to first 
- select a product
- enter sample information
- start the scan
After the scan was taken it is possible to stay in the product 
when multiple samples of the same kind are analyzed.

The tabs on the left can be selected or unselected for display.
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 6.9. Other options

The remaining options of the program cover diverse settings.

A password can be set, it is used to enter the options and for
modifying the database.

The program can be run stand alone, in demo mode with 
ITGNIR configured on the PC (run without hardware) and 
regular with ITGNIR and instrument.

The program can be updated when a new release version is 
available:
- at startup automatically or
- manually triggered

At start of the software a check is run whether a new version 
is available and it is indicated in the top bar by “update” (not 
shown here).
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For this feature a HTTP connection over port 80 to the 
internet is established and required.

For Alligator models a licensing of the models may be 
required. The necessary machine code can be obtained here.
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 7. Product configuration
When adding a new product model file information is entered 
first.

Each product needs a product name and product code. 
The product name is displayed in the software, products 
names longer than 16 characters might need to be splitt into 
two lines.

Product codes maybe alpha-numeric characters.  When 
using ISI spectra files the product code may be integers only.

When a product shall run predictions on the collected 
spectrum the name of the model file needs to be entered. If a 
standardization file is used it can be entered here as well. 
Model file and standardization file need to be located in the 
one folder.
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Products without a model file will only collect spectra.

The following model files are supported:
- Alligator *.modelsets, *.plsmodels, *.mlrmodels  and their 
encrypted versions
- ISI *.EQA models
- IR Kitchen *.RCP models

ISI EQA model files require a PCA file with identical file name 
in the same folder, i.e. “test.EQA” requires “test.PCA”.

Standardization file formats need to be matching the model 
files, i.e. for Alligator model files *.tmodels are used for 
standardization, for ISI model files *.STD files, for IR Kitchen 
RCP files *.STF files.

Marking the check box “Display control chart” will flag this 
product for check cell usage. After scanning the check cell a 
control chart will be displayed. See section 8 for more details.
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On the following “bias adjustment” page for each model a 
bias adjustment and a slope adjustment can be added. For 
non Alligator models the unit can be added, while “%” is the 
default for these. Alligator models carry the units for each 
model in the model file.  
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On the “constituent names” page the display name for each 
model can be altered. This is useful for international users 
with different languages and to shorten names or make them 
more readable. The display on screen can be suppressed for 
individual constituents by unchecking the checkbox.
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On the page “product specific options”  the spectra file name 
can be specified for each product separately and the sample 
naming. These settings will override the default configured 
under “options”,”data collection” as well as “spectra file 
options”.

For top window instruments (Phoenix 5000 and 6000) the 
additional page “scan settings” is provided. It main purpose is
to configure the sample cups for the product. The user might 
configure whether a large cup, a small cup or a transflectance
cup is used for this product. 

And the no of reference and sample scans might be adjusted 
individually for this product.

For the large cup IntelliScan is configured on this page as 
well. With IntelliScan a quick scan with 7 sub scans 
distributed nicely across the sample surface of the large cup 
is made. Either the RMS across the spectra or the predicted 
values of the first constituent in the model across the 7 
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subscans is evaluated against a user defined limit. Keeping 
the limit the scan is done, failing the limit the whole scan of 
the large cup (i.e. typically 58 subscans) is performed.
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 8. Check cell
Check cell are used to control the instrument. It requires a 
stable sample scanned on the instrument periodically. 
Typically it is fixed into a sample cup and not altered.

Scanning the check cell will result in a control chart being 
displayed. One constituent in the model sued for prediction is 
displayed, by using the buttons the user might go through the 
different constituents.

The following rules are typically used to judge the control 
chart:
- Are the action limits displayed by the read bars kept?
- Are the last 7 measurements not falling on one side of the 
mean (green line)?

The action limits are calculated as standard deviation of all 
previous measurements of this product times 3. Assuming 
stability of the measurement system and normal distribution a
new result will fall inside these action limits in 99,7% of the 
cases. 

If more than 7 consecutive results fall on one side of the 
mean a trend in these measurements is most likely.

Interpreting the control chart stability of the sample is an 
assumption. The control chart can then be used to judge the 
stability of the instrument and measurement conditions. 
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If it is rather preferred to look at raw numbers instead of the 
control chart the history screen will give the user the ability to 
do so.

 9. FAQ

9.1 Where are the spectra stored?
The default location is configured in the option under “spectra
file option”. But this can be overridden by the product specific 
options or by manually selecting another file name with a right
mouse click on the file name text box.

9.2 Where are the ASCII output files stored during scanning?
The default location is next to the spectra file, but product 
specific options have to be observed. The default ASCII 
output file name is 

[spectra file location]\[spectra file name]-[product code]-
[model file name].[ext]
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9.3 How does the ASCII output format look like?
ISI model files will only result in one global H value per 
sample this is put into one line per sample in the ASCII output
file:

[sample name], [sample ID], [H value], [predictions 1..n]

Model files from other software packages will result in one 
global H and one neighborhood H value per constituent these
are put on separated lines in the ASCII output file:

[sample name], [sample ID], [predictions 1..n]
, gH, [gHs 1..n]
, nH, [nHs 1..n]

The output of H values may be suppressed.

9.4 How is scanning speed influenced?
First look at the no of subscans, for small cups 12 is the 
suggested  no of scans. It will guarantee a full coverage of 
the sample surface in the small cup. For a large cup on the 
top window instruments 58 sub scans will cover the whole 
surface.

Reference scans can be fewer because it is neither rotated 
nor large. 4 scans is a good starting point. To avoid 
unneccesssary reference scans a timed reference is 
proposed. 10 min is a good starting point. 

To increase the scanning speed further PreScan might be 
activated. For certain settings it will increase the scanning 
speed by scanning the sample wile the user is still entering 
the sample information.

For the top window instruments with large cups IntelliScan 
might be used to take 7 nicely distributed subscans of the 
sample cup and compare them to user defined limits. 
Keeping the limit will predict based on the 7 subscans, failing 
the limit will start a full scan.

9.5 How may samples be named?
The default is manual sample naming. When using numbers 
in the sample name incrementing the numbers in the sample 
name is an alternative. 
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Product specific settings might be used to either propose 
individual pre-configured sample names using text blocks, 
numbers and date time stamps.

When using the ISI spectra file format the sample name is 
limited to 12 characters.

In addition to the sample name a sample description field 
exists (in the ISI spectra file format limited to 50 characters) 
and a product code describes each sample. The product 
code is derived from the product used during scanning. 

If more structured sample information is needed up to 5 user 
defined sample fields might be used. These sample fields 
have freely defined names and an additional screen is shown 
after entering the sample name and description:

These user defined sample fields are organized as drop down
lists and the choices offered in the drop down lists are taken 
from previous samples in the database. 

User defined sample fields are defined under options, data 
collection options and semicolon separated (“;”). For the 
above example the entry would be:

Entry 1;Entry 2;Entry 3;more;even more
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9.6 What file formats are supported?
Model files for predictions:
- Alligator *.modelsets, *.PLSmodels, *MLRmodels files and 
their encrypted versions
- ISI *.EQA files with an apprpriate PCA file
- IR Kitchen *.RCP files

Spectra file formats:
- Alligator *.spectra
- ASCII *.csv
- GRAMS *.SPC single spectrum files 
- ISI *.NIR files 
- MathLab *.MAT files

ASCII output formats:
- CSV with freely chosen separator
- TAB delimited files

9.7 What keyboard commands are supported?
If a keyboard is available the following commands are 
available:

Ctrl-D to enter diagnostics – see section 5.
Ctrl-O to enter options – see section 6.
Ctrl-I to see the info dialog.

Ctrl-U to check for new updates manually.
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